Geometry of the Jensen-Shannon metric
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Introduction

One natural question is whether such barycenters
exist, are unique and if one can estimate them in
There are several metrics available on the set P(Rd ) a consistent way. These questions could be studied
of Borel probability measures on Rd . The perfor- in the light of the recent paper by Le Gouic and
mance of several algorithms, useful in data anal- Loubes (2017).
ysis, depend on the geometry of the chosen metric. One specific metric, known as the Jensen2.3 Variance inequalities
Shannon (JS) metric, plays an important role in
the theoretical analysis of Generative Adversarial Given the recent work by Ahidar-Coutrix et al.
Networks (GANs) introduced in Goodfellow et al. (2018), another interesting question is whether one
(2014). The JS metric between probability mea- can establish so called variance inequalities for the
metric J. More specifically, we would like to known
sures µ and ν is defined by
if, a probability measure P on P(Rd ) with barycen
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ter ν ? , there exist constants K > 0 and β ∈ (0, 1]
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where D(.k.) stands for the Kullback-Leibler diver∗ 2
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vergence rates for certain estimators of barycenters
+∞
otherwise.
in Ahidar-Coutrix et al. (2018) and would be of
great interest from a statistical point of view.
The proof that J defines a metric was first given
in Endres and Schindelin (2003). Some theoretical
properties of GANs, in connection to metric J, were References
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J(µ, ν ∗ )2 dP (µ) = min J(µ, ν)2 dP (µ).
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Barycenters
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